Falling film evaporators with mechanical vapor recompression are widely used in food, chemical and pharmaceutical industries to concentrate liquids that contain solid content. This product diversity leads to a variety of different evaporator designs and operating points to achieve an indulgent as well as economic process.
Introduction
Falling film evaporators (FFEs) are industrial heat exchangers to concentrate solutions, suspensions or emulsions thermally by separating the volatile substance, often water, from the desired product. There are several different system designs of falling film evaporators with respect to the number of consecutive passes the product has to go through and the devices used to generate the necessary energy excess. However, a widely applied design is one with mechanical vapor recompression, i.e. the volatile substance is compressed mechanically and acts as the heating source for the evaporation process. Especially in the dairy industry, the concentrate will often be further processed in a spray dryer to produce powder. In this case, not all of the water in the product can be removed because of the loss of its properties as fluid due to the increasing product viscosity [1] . Therefore, the last stage in the powder production is always a drying process. However, the energy consumption of the spray dryer is 10-20 times higher per kg of removed water compared to the FFE [2] . Thus, it is reasonable to concentrate the product as much as possible in the FFE before drying. Temperature
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On the one hand, simulation models of FFEs are developed to get a deeper understanding of the process. On the other hand, costs, plant shutdowns and time can be efficiently reduced, as plant staff can be taught using a simulation model instead of the real plant. Moreover, novel developments concerning control concepts or system designs can be easily tested in a valid simulation environment, since there is less need for extensive experiments. In particular, modern control concepts based on the mathematical model, instead of widespread PID control approaches, can be established. Among others, the latter facts indicate the significance of developing mathematical models to simulate the FFE process.
In the 1960's, first empirically-motivated [3] and ordinary differential equation (ODE) based [4] FFE simulation approaches were started. While other early computer programs to simulate multiple effect evaporators (MEEs) were considered unsuitable and gathered only few attention [5] , first simple physically-motivated MEE models were implemented on digital computers [6, 7] . In this context, the nonlinear and linear simulation models of Newell and Fisher [8] could be experimentally evaluated. Another famous work in this early period was published by Andre and Ritter [9] , who developed a dynamic FFE model of a two-effect evaporator based on material and energy balances, while neglecting fast dynamics. However, most of these early works only consider strongly simplified behavior of multiple effects and neglect other subsystems of FFEs. Moreover, they use lumped-parameter first-order ODEs to simulate both long-and short-tube evaporators. In 1990, Tonelli et al. [10] presented a computer package, where constant time-delays in and between the effects could be included into the simulation model.
More recent studies on dynamic FFE simulation focus on detailed subsystem modeling [11] [12] [13] , usage of dynamic models for control design [14] [15] [16] or distributed-parameter effect models [17, 18] . However, constant transport velocity and thus constant delay is always assumed in these full plant simulation models. Other recent studies deal with modeling of special features, such as undesired fouling [19] , pressure drop along the tubes and interactions between vapor and liquid phase [20] or turbulence in evaporating falling films [21] . In the latter paper, a fully partial differential equation (PDE) based model of evaporating falling film in a tube is implemented in FLUENT.
Besides dynamic simulation models, there are numerous publications on linear and nonlinear steady-state MEE models with different main focuses, e.g. an estimation of the overall heat transfer coefficient [22] , computational aspects [23, 24] , multiple streams concepts [25, 26] , usage of commercial software [27, 28] , energy saving mechanisms in countercurrent MEEs [29] , MEEs in the sugar industry [30] or energy reduction schemes [31] . Apart from physical modeling, pure empirically-motivated dynamic FFE models can be obtained using neural networks [32, 33] or identification-based black box approaches [1] . New experimental insights regarding the qualitative behavior of evaporating falling film are given in [34] .
The main contribution of this paper is the enhancement of dynamic FFE subsystem models to enable simulation scenarios beyond static operating points. As, to the best of authors' knowledge, only constant delays within and between the effects are considered in the framework of full plant simulations [10] [11] [12] [13] 18 ], a novel dynamic effect (time-variable delays within effects) and pipe model (time-variable delays between effects) to overcome this limitation is presented. Additionally, the derived subsystems are implemented as masked modules in Matlab/Simulink. Based on this modular architecture apporach, simulations of various FFE designs, e.g. different number of passes or different compressors, can be easily performed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system design of a FFE with four passes. The detailed subsystem model derivations are presented in Section 3. The simulation is executed and compared to measured data of the investigated FFE in Section 4. Section 5 finally concludes this paper.
System Design
Fig. 1 illustrates the general system design considered in this paper. The liquid is applied to the distribution plate which directs it to the effect where it flows downwards inside an arrangement of tubes as a continuous film. The tubes are heated from the outside, i.e. the liquid film starts to boil and evaporates partially, whereby it is concentrated and then reaches a reservoir at the bottom. In order to decrease the energy demand during evaporation and to achieve an optimal product concentration FFEs often have more than one pass. In this case, the obtained concentrate is taken out of the first reservoir and applied to a consecutive distribution plate, i.e. the product is passed through a series of consecutive plates, effects and reservoirs. However, the effects are connected in parallel from the view of the heat chamber since it embeds all present effects of the FFE.
In order to initialize the concentration process, steam referred to asṁ v,init is applied to the heat chamber and condenses on the tube's outside, leading to evaporation of the water within the product. The vapor evaporated within the effect is condensed by a compressor and directed into the heat chamber to ensure that the latent heat of vaporization basically origins from internally generated vapor. This guarantees the energy efficiency of the process. 
Model Derivation
In this section all subsystems that form the whole evaporator are modeled. In general, the derived equations are formulated with case differentiations and exclusions of singular points to enable direct and easy implementation. Additionally, note that the index j, which used for indexing the passes, is mostly dropped for visibility purposes. 
Distribution Plate
The distribution plate consists of a tank to which the solution is applied, see Fig. 2 . Through holes in the bottom of the tank the solution is distributed to the effect's tubes where it forms a thin falling film on the inside. Due to the low pressure inside the FFE and the fact that the solution is overheated when it enters the first distribution plate, the water within the product vaporizes instantaneously, forming the vapor mass flowṁ fsh . Thus, the product cools down to effect temperature ϑ E before entering the tank.
Total Mass Balance
The model derivation of the distribution plate follows [13] . However, the plate thickness is ignored since it has a much smaller influence on the filling height than the orifice edge shape, which has a large impact on the discharge coefficient [12] . Additionally, the derived equations are adapted to be applicable not only to a single stationary operating point. Using Bernoulli's law for the output mass flow, the equation of the filling height then becomes
resembling a first order low pass withĀ
It is assumed that the temperature within the distribution plate is approximately the temperature within the effect ϑ E and that the vapor as well as the product that reaches the plate adopt this temperature, see also Fig. 2 . The mass flow of flashed vapor is determined byṁ
such that the mass flow of product to the plate getsṁ p (t) =ṁ i,P (t) −ṁ fsh,P (t).
Dry Mass Balance
As mentioned, the start-up and shut-down processes of the FFE also have to be simulated, i.e. the differential equation of the product's weight fraction has to be adapted since it is a first order differential equation with a singular point at h P = 0. The equation then is
with a small constant > 0 and w dci,p = w dci,Pṁ i,Ṗ mp . For instance, at the start-up process, when the product is applied to the distribution plate the filling level is zero and therefore the output's weight fraction of dry matter instantaneously adapts the weight fraction of the input because of d dt w dco,P (t) → ∞, i.e. the plate acts as a feedthrough with respect to the weight fraction. In this case is h(t) < , so Eq. (4) becomes a very fast first order low pass that models the behavior in good approximation.
Energy Balance
Assuming negligible change of the product's specific heat capacity, the energy balance of the tank is
where heat transfer to the ambience and between the distribution plates are neglected due to good insulation. The total heat capacity of the plate is given by
By applying the product rule and d dt c p = d dt P = 0, the left side of Eq. (5) yields
Combining Eq. (5) and (7) leads to Due to the high velocity of the vapor, a small part of productṁ S is carried away into the separator, which is neglected in the framework of this paper. Imperfect insulation results in an energy loss to ambienceq EA .
Effect
The product, which leaves the distribution plate, is fed to the effect where the solution flows downwards within tubes as a continuous film. Simultaneously, there is a heat flow through the wall of the tubes to evaporate the solvent, i.e. to concentrate the solution. As it flows down the tubes, an increasing amount of solvent is vaporized, such that the concentrated product leaves the tubes at the bottom. A schematic of this process is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Total Mass Balance
The total mass balance, assuming a constant falling film velocity and constant evaporation along the tube, is given by the partial differential equation
that can be transformed into the differential equation with delays [11] [12] [13] , i.e.
The last term is the mean of evaporation mass flow during residence of the product within the tubesṁ
The instantaneous evaporation mass flow within effect pass j is determined bẏ
whereṁ v,C is the mass flow through the compressor, see Sec. 3.3.1, and γ j a coefficient to back-calculateṁ v,C to each effect pass j. It is obtained by relating the heat flow into pass j to the total energy flow into all passes, i.e.
Dry Mass Balance
The dry mass balance related to Eq. (10) is given by In literature on FFEs the considered product is mostly milk or dairy products [13, 14, 35] . In this case it is negligible that the presence of a solute with a specific weight fraction increases the boiling temperature of the solution [36] . However, in other products, e.g. glucose, the boiling point elevation has a larger impact, as it drastically influences the effect energy balance. Although the specific heat capacity slightly changes with time due to varying product temperature and dry mass fraction, it is assumed that d dt c p = 0. On the top and bottom left hand side in Fig. 4 , the ingoing and outgoing product flows are displayed, which are both affected by the product's dry matter content and the resulting boiling point elevation. Since the energy flow through the tubes depend on the product temperature, it is approximated along the tubes by the mean of the ingoing and outgoing product temperatures. The energy resulting from vapor flows are shown on the top and bottom right hand side, respectively. The total outgoing vapor energy flow equals the energy flow through the compressorq v,C . On the right hand side the energy loss due to heat conduction to ambience is depicted. As mentioned in Sec. 2, the effect passes are arranged in parallel which leads to the differential equation for the effect temperature
Energy Balance
The time dependencies are dropped in this equation for better visibility and the expressions of the heat flows can be taken from Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the total heat capacity of product in the effect is determined by the sum of product within the tubes of all passes
where
Dynamic Effect Model
The previously made assumption of constant falling film velocity does not hold if the input mass flow is changed which is an important manipulable variable in driving and controlling the evaporator. Because of that, the Eqs. (10) and (14) with constant time delay do not represent the correct behavior of the FFE. For this reason a discrete model of a conveyor belt is developed as shown in Fig. 5 . This model resembles a shift register that moves after every interval ∆t, whereby ∆t is the time discretization. Consequently, the mass reaches the tube's end after τ T = j∆t, depending on the register j it was initially filled into. The amount of registers is determined by n = τ T,max /∆t with τ T,max as a reasonably chosen maximum time delay since τ T → ∞ ifṁ i,E → 0, see Eq. (17) . Using the amount of registers n and the tube's length L it follows that the spatial discretization is ∆x = L T /n. The register j into which the mass is filled is calculated by dividing the instantaneous time delay by the time inverval j = τ T (t)/∆t with the time delay τ T approximated by
It depends on the thickness s T (ṁ i,E , w dci,E ) of the falling film. Based on Nusselt's thin film theory, a formula, see [37] , to determine s T is given by
The product has to be separated into water and dry matter since the models of the components differ with respect to the evaporation process. The water's discrete state-space representation is
where the masses of water and vapor are determined by
The instantaneous evaporation mass flowṁ evap is still determined by Eqs. (12) and (13) . The dry matter model is the same as for water, see Eqs. (20) 
As it is not a diffusion per se but rather a mass distribution within the tubes, the value of the diffusion coefficient D can not be found in literature. For this purpose, it can be used as an adaptive parameter to tune the model regarding the different products used. However, the Von Neumann stability analysis [38] , which is used to check the stability of finite difference schemes and is based on the Fourier decomposition of numerical error demands
and consequently
Heat Chamber
The vaporised water is absorbed by a compressor which increases vapor temperature, thus creating a temperature difference between product and vapor. This gradient is used to induce a heat flow through the wall of the tubes to the solution as shown in Fig. 6 . Within the chamber, the vapor condenses at the outside of the tubes, providing its condensation enthalpy to their walls.
Compressor
The compressor map describes the relationship between compressor speed, vapor suction flow and pressure difference of heat chamber and effect in one diagram as well as vapor suction flow and work done by the compressor in a second one. The algebraic equation for relating volume flow and compressor speed, similar to the derivation in [14] , is
where a − c are fitting coefficients to fit the equation to the compressor map. The pressures can be calculated by Antoine Equation [39] using the temperatures determined by related For temperature controlling purposes, the excess vapor mass flowṁ v,contr leaves the heat chamber through a valve. To start the evaporation process, the live steam mass flowṁ v,init is induced. Because of imperfect insulation there is also an energy lossq HA to the ambience. energy balances. Since the compressor speed is known and the unknown variable is the volume flow, Eq. (27) can be expressed aṡ
The apparent ambiguity of the solution can be eliminated since the the energy flow that is inherent to the vapor mass flow has to be roughly equal toq T , see Section 3.2.3. However, Eq. (28) only holds around the compressor's operating point. During the start-up process when the compressor speed is still small and the pressure p H is increasing due to the application of external vaporṁ v,init , the term under the square root can get negative. Because of that, a case differentiation is applied as followṡ
where a, b > 0 and c < 0. With the assumption that vapor behaves as an ideal gas, the vapor mass flow is thenṁ
The second algebraic equation describes the power supplied by the compressor and is adapted in the following way
with the fitting coefficients d − f , since the equation given in [14] disregards the possibility of supplied power even if there is no mass flow which does not coincide with the compressor map.
Total Mass Balance
It is assumed that the incoming vapor distributes throughout the entire volume and condensates evenly along the tubes. Using these assumptions the total mass balance is given by
The circular ring area depends on the film thickness s H
Substituting Eq. (33) into (32) and solving for the derivative of the film thickness yields
Forṁ v,init andṁ v,contr see Sec. 4.1 and Appendix A. The derivation of outgoing water mass flow follows [40] with the adaption to falling film on the tube's outer surfaceṡ
Note that r o,T = 
Energy Balance
Assuming that the vapor's heat capacity is negligible in comparison to the capacity of water and metal as well as d dt c p,w = 0, the energy balance of the heat chamber is evaluated. By solving the latter for the temperature, the first-order ODE
is obtained, whereq
The compressor's power P C is determined by Eq. (31). 
Reservoir
The concentrated solution drops from the tubes to the bottom of the effect and a pump transports the product to the next pass, see Fig. 7 . Two different cases can occur depending on the product used and the operating mode of the evaporator, i.e. how much product should be held as reserve: In the first case the filling level never reaches the reservoir and there is only product in the pipe. In the other case there is also product in the reservoir. Furthermore, with respect to dry matter content two models are considered: the case of perfect mixing, which holds for solutions with small viscosity, and layering if viscosity increases due to higher concentration. Both cases can occur simultaneously within one plant, e.g. there is mixing in the first few passes and as the viscosity increases the layering model gives more accurate results in the later passes.
Since there is no significant temperature change along pipe and reservoir due to a good insulation, the product temperature is assumed constant in both of these subsystems.
Total Mass Balance
The total mass balance, considering the different areas of pipe and reservoir is given by
where the area of the reservoir can depend on the height, i.e. A R = A R (h), if the reservoir has a conical instead of a cylindrical shape. The output mass flow depends on the velocity of the pump. It is turned off if the filling height is smaller than the desired filling height and if the filling height is larger the mass flow is controlled by a PI controller, i.e. 
Dry Mass Balance
In order to obtain the equation describing the dry mass balance in the case of mixing the same approach as in Sec. 3.1 is used. Again considering the two different cases it is given by
In case of layering the model of variable transport delay is applied, see Sec. 3.5.
The instantaneous delay based on the current volume flow can be written as
Pipe
Besides transport processes within effects, see Sec. 3.2, there are also transport processes between effects, i.e. from the reservoir of one pass to the distribution plate of the subsequent one. As FFEs with multiple effects are large-scale plants, the summed pipe length can amount to several kilometers. Hence, the transport between effects cannot be neglected. Obviously, transportation of a product always introduces a time delay. In order to model the transportation of a fluid with dry matter, the concept of variable transport delay is introduced. The corresponding Simulink implementation is presented in [41] . The time it takes for an incompressible fluid mass particle to travel from the input to the output of a pipe depends on the pipe's length and on the velocity of the particle. A formulation of this concept is shown in Fig. 8 . The variable transport delay is expressed by the following delay differential equation (DDE): 
with
and the initial funtion
Total Mass Balance
In order to simulate start-up processes whereṁ o,Pipe (t) =ṁ o,R (t) does not hold since the pipe is empty, the case differentiatioṅ
is implemented.
Dry Mass Balance
For the derivation of the outgoing dry mass concentration, the concept of variable transport delay is used, such that w dco,Pipe = w dco,R (t − τ Pipe (t)).
(47)
Validation
In this section, the FFE model presented in Sec. 3 is validated by comparing simulated data with measured data from a real plant. As not all actuator signals are measured, the validation system is detailed in Sec. 4.1. Additionally, the plant simulation model is explained in Sec. 4.2 and corresponding results are discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Validation System
The considered validation system is depicted in Fig. 9 . The plant inputs consist of the measured disturbances z := w dci,P1ṁi,P1 ϑ i,P1 and the effective (index e) actuator signals u 1,1 :=ṁ v,init,e , u 1,2 :=ṁ v,contr,e , u 2 := N C,e . The known signalũ 2 := N C,d describes the desired (index d) compressor speed, which is determined by a model predictive controller (MPC) controlling the product density y 2 := o,R4 in the fourth reservoir. In this context, the PT 1 dynamic
represents the compressor actuator. Since u 1,1 and u 1,2 cannot be measured, the closed loop to control the effect temperature y 1 := ϑ E must be included into the validation system. The desired effect temperature y 1,d is a constant and depends on the considered product, hygienic and safety constraints as well as on the succeeding process. The control deviation enters a PI controller with k p = 1.8, k i = 0.004 s −1 and anti reset windup, cf. [42] , as well as a saturation with lower limit 0 und upper limit 1 to generate the signalũ 1 ∈ [0, 1]. The latter is split into the live steam valve positionũ 1,1 ∈ [0, 1] and the excess vapor valve positionũ 1,2 ∈ [0, 1] using the following splitter characteristic
The valve positions enter the dynamics ψ 1 and ψ 2 , which represent the valve characteristics and actuator dynamics of the live steam valve and the excess vapor valve, respectively. See Appendix A for further information. Thus, the corresponding effective mass flows are obtained. The plant simulation model itself is detailed in the following section.
Plant Simulation Model
In order to implement the simulation model, Matlab/Simulink is used. A major advantage of using Simulink is the possibility to transfer the modular design of the mathematical model into the simulation model. Corresponding parameters can be set via masks. Hence, masked modules for Plate with Effect, Energy Balance Effect, Heat Chamber, Reservoir and Pipe are developed. Fig. 10 illustrates the mask of a Heat Chamber module to give an example. Based on these elements, FFEs with arbitrary design, e.g. number of passes, can be simulated in a simple manner.
Firstly, note that the plate and effect model is combined under one mask, since all plate outputs only affect the subsequent effect and the number of plates corresponds to the number of effects. Additionally, the effect energy balance is implemented as extra module, since it gets inputs from each single effect. Secondly, the dynamic effect model, see Sec. 3.2.4, is used for validation purposes to get an online estimation of the time delay within effects.
In the application on hand, a FFE with four passes is considered. Thus, the simulation experiment's plant, which is referred to in Sec. 4.1, consists of four Plate with Effect (Eq. (1) (16)). The plant simulation model is shown in Fig. 11 .
Results and Discussion
In this section, the validation of the simulation model is performed by comparing simulated plant outputs against measured ones. As the disturbances z are known by measurements, the simulation model is fed by these measured inputs. While the controlũ 2 is known as it is the output of an MPC, the mass flows controlling the effect temperature are not recorded due to safety, effort and cost constraints. Hence, they are determined by including the effect temperature control loop, see Fig. 9 , into the simulation model. Due to the general model assumption that saturated vapor is the only gaseous medium in the FFE, the start-up process within the simulation is simplified as follows: Note, that the colors inside the brackets of 1. to 3. refer to the background colors in Figures  12, 13 and 14 , in order to illustrate the current process step. Also, in the real process there is only pure air as gaseous medium in the FFE at the beginning. After the air is vacuumed and the desired pressure is set, the product is induced and vapor expands until air and vapor phase are in thermodynamic equilibrium. However, since this process step cannot be simulated by the model, it has to be neglected in the framework of this paper. The simulated and measured effect temperature and heat chamber temperature are depicted in Fig. 14 and the final product density in Fig. 15 . For the effect temperature shown in Fig. 14a , the dynamic and stationary behavior of simulated und measured signal are in good agreement. Nevertheless, the measured heat chamber temperature is approximately 1.5 • C lower than the simulated one, see Fig. 14b . This deviation can be explained by model and measurement uncertainty. Among others, the model uncertainty results from imperfect On the other hand, there is an inherent measurement uncertainty of approximately 0.5 • C, since the considered medium is basically vapor, where the measurement of temperature is comparatively inexact. The observed oscillations in both simulated temperatures originate from the oscillations in the controlled mass flows as shown in Fig. 13a and cannot be detected in the measured ones due to the inertia of the corresponding measuring devices. The final product density shown in Fig. 15 also maps the dynamic and stationary behavior of the real plant well. However, there is a remarkable deviation between measured and simulated data in the time delay along the whole plant of approximately 10%. In the model, time delays occur due to effect (see Sec. 3.2.4) and pipe (see Sec. 3.5) elements. Thus, the observed deviations can origin from neglected time delays in other plant elements, from model uncertainties in effect and/or pipe delays, or from a mixture of both. Of course, by applying the static effect model, cf. Eq. (10) to Eq. (13), instead of the dynamic one, the constant time delays within the effects could have been adapted offline to perfectly fit the measured data. However, in an online environment, i.e. the simulation model is fed by the current real plant inputs, an offline adaption of constant effect delays would be impossible. Hence, it is emphasized that the developed model can be used as digital twin of a real FFE, since it is able to react dynamically to time-varying inputs.
Conclusion
In this study, a modular, physically-motivated simulation model for FFEs to handle timevarying transport delays is derived. A comparison with real plant data has shown that the dynamics and parameter values are accurately simulated.
Observed deviations with respect to the time delay along the whole plant offer and motivate future research. As in this study, the variable time delay along effect tubes only depends on product properties at the tube inputs although the product viscosity increases along the tubes, thus the velocity of the falling film decreases. Moreover, product incompressibility is assumed for the time-varying transport in pipe elements. In this context, it is questionable if this assumption still holds for increasing product concentrations. Thus, further studies on control-oriented transport modeling of fluids will follow to improve the time delay estimation along effect and pipe elements in order to not only create a digital twin of an existing FFE, but configure new FFE designs or features in advance.
